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Department of Telecommunications celebrates World Telecom Day
Union Minister of State for

Communications  Shri
Devusinh Chauhan
inaugurated World Telecom
Day Conference to mark the
observance of World
Telecommunication and
Information Society Day today,
May 17, 2023 at Dr Ambedkar
International Centre in New
Delhi. He inaugurated
exhibition showcasing
innovations in Telecom by
start-ups, released
Commemorative Stamp on
completion of 20 years of
USOF He also unveiled
USOF@India book and open
ran Test Bed Project.
Facilitation of top performing
Bharat Udyamis was done.
Four top performing Udyamis
ensuring India’s last mile
connectivity were facilitated
and report on First
International Quantum
Communication Conclave was
also released. In addition,
DoT employees and best-
performed Field Units of DoT
were awarded for their
contribution & outstanding
work in the field of Telecom.
Best performing award for
field unit of DoT was given to
LSA Andhra Pradesh, CCA NE-
II, and WMO, IMS Chennai.
Officers of outstanding
contribution in the field of
telecom were also awarded.
At the launch, Shri Devusinh
Chauhan said that today is
World Telecom Day and ITU
along with world is also
celebrating this day with India.
He mentioned this day is of
great importance as  today,
under leadership of  Late Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, USOF division
of DOT was formed 20 years
ago. The Minister said that
India has entered into Amrit
Kaal and mentioned about the
significant events of  opening
of ITU area office and launch
of 5G service in India. He
highlighted that India has
witnessed the fastest growing
Telecom Network and the
fastest 5G rollout covering
over 680 districts with 5G in
the country. He said that the
spectrum allocation has been
done in  a transparent manner
and in record time. Along with
the above, the development of
indigenous 4G/5G stack have
led to India emerging as a
Global Telecom Power. Shri
Devusinh Chauhan further
added USOF and Bharatnet
have played an important role
in bridging digital divide and
providing connectivity to the
last mile. More than 6 lakhs

villages are connected with 4G
and 2 lakh gram panchayats
with optical fiber which has
brought digital inclusion. He
has also emphasised that due
to various reforms of DoT, an
inclusive development
infrastructure has been
developed to provide ease of
living, ease of doing business
and citizen centric services.
The Minister also mentioned
about the Panch Pran outlined
by the Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi and asked all
stakeholders to put efforts in
this directions by coming
together, overcoming
challenges and contributing in
the Technology Revolution of
New India Secretary
(Telecom) Shru K Rajaraman
felicitated officers involved in
development of  Sanchar
Saathi portal. The portal is
citizen centric for users Safety
and security.  Link of the portal
is (https://
sancharsaathi.gov.in). He
concluded the conference
citing the importance of
working together to achieve a
reliable, robust and secure
Telecom Infrastructure.  He
mentioned about the efforts
being put to ensure last mile
connectivity and how
technology & innovation have
proved to be catalyst for
improving the same. He added
about the challenges in
technology landscape and in
order to overcome the same,
stakeholders have to come
together to provide affordable
and sustainable services to the
citizens. Department of
Telecommunications is
relentlessly working towards
ensuring digital inclusivity
across the country.  Initiatives
like Atmanirbhar Bharat,
Indian stack & creation of
robust Telecom infrastructure
has sparked digital revolution
in New India thereby creating
more jobs & global
confidence.

World Telecommunication
Day has been celebrated
annually on 17 May since 1969,
marking the founding of ITU
and the signing of the first
International Telegraph
Convention in 1865. It was
instituted by the
Plenipotentiary Conference in
Malaga-Torremolinos in 1973
as Resolution 46. The purpose
of World Telecommunication
and Information Society Day
(WTISD) is to help raise
awareness of the possibilities
that the use of the Internet and
other information and

communication technologies
(ICT) can bring to societies
and economies, as well as of
ways to bridge the digital
divide. Turkey, decided to
celebrate both events on 17
May as World
Telecommunication and
Information Society Day.
Universal Service Obligation
Fund (USOF) was brought into
force from April 1st, 2002, in
India to provide universal
access and universal services
to ICT, especially in the rural
and remote regions of the

country. This year also marks
completion of 20 years of
USOF activities connecting
Rural and Remote areas of
India. In these 20 years,
various schemes covering
range of projects from Village
panchayat telephones to Rural
BB to Mobile Tower to OFC
projects and even R&D
projects were implemented.
The USOF India is one of the
most active and vibrant
institutional mechanism which
has variety as well as depth
in its noble aim of connecting

the unconnected. The CDoT
has developed test bed for
Open RAN helping innovators,
startups, MSMEs and other
stakeholder’s to test the ORAN
technology. This initiative shall
facilitate involved in R&D in the
area of Open RAN (Radio
Access Network) by extending
testing facility for proliferation
of Open RAN ecosystem in
India. The “First International
Quantum Communication
Conclave” held on 27th and
28th March 2023 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi was

organised by
Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n
Engineering Centre in
collaboration with C-DOT and
TSDSI. The Conclave was a
resounding success and the
national and international
experts shared insights on the
roadmap and the
developments in the Quantum
Technologies along with their
potential impact and
applications in the various
sectors viz. healthcare,
energy, finance, Telecom,
Defence, etc.

Union Health Minister Dr Mansukh Mandaviya releases Annual
Capacity Building Plan for Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

“Capacity Building Plans
act as ‘Highways’ for focussed
output by competent workforce,
and provide a ‘work culture’ to
the organisation where
individuals with streamlined
efforts work with as team with
shared goals and vision”. This
was stated by Union Minister of
Health and Family Welfare Dr
Mansukh Mandaviya as he
launched the Annual Capacity
Building Plan for capacity building
of civil servants of the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, here
today, in the presence of Dr
Bharati Pravin Pawar, Union
Minister of State for Health and
Family Welfare who joined the
meeting virtually. Recalling and
reiterating the inspiration
provided by Hon. Prime Minister
as he launched Mission
Karmayogi to enhance and
sharpen the capacities of civil
servants who man various
government organisations, Dr
Mandaviya stated that “India is
not short of potential but the
need is to harness that towards
achieving desired outcomes”.
Addressing the session, the
Union Health Minister
appreciated the dedicated efforts
of all the stakeholders, and
stated that “there was a need to
renovate and revitalize the govt’s
capacity building system and this
initiative is envisioned as the path
to further strengthening the civil
service machinery”.
Underscoring the importance of

capacity building, he stated that
priority should always be on how
to increase the quality of output.
The Annual Capacity Building Plan
(ACBP) is a comprehensive
strategic document envisioned to
assist the development in
enhancement of capacities of
individuals, and of Ministry/
Department/ Organizations
(MDOs). The plan has been
developed by the Capacity Building

Commission in close coordination
and consultation with the Mission
Karmayogi Cell of the Health
Ministry, all divisions in the
department and subsequent to a
detailed Training Needs Analysis
(TNA) for MoHFW. The Union
Minister exhorted the training
institutions to improve their
capacity building first before
imparting their learnings on others.
He also emphasized that with

enhanced capacity, individuals
gain self-confidence and achieve
better results. Dr. Bharati Pravin
Pawar highlighted that while all
civil services personnel are
involved in delivering important
services to the people, their role
in health services is all the more
important to ensure essential
health services reach the last
citizen. Shri Rajesh Bhushan,
Secretary, Health Ministry laid
out the roadmap for the Ministry
and urged the training
institutions to assume a
leadership role in the roll out of
the plan. He  highlighted that
the vision behind this initiative
is to enhance the skill and
capacity building of officials in
accordance with the
requirements of the different
departments of the Ministry.

Ms  Meenakashi Lekhi graced the Day-2
deliberations of G-20 Culture group at Bhubaneswar

The 2nd Culture Working Group (CWG) meeting’s
discussion sessions came to a close on  May 16, 2023. The
delegates participated in the discussion sessions focusing on
the 3rd and 4th priority areas outlined by the CWG: 'Promotion
of Cultural and Creative Industries and Creative Economy’ and
‘Leveraging Digital Technologies for the Protection and
Promotion of Culture’. The discussions offered valuable insights,
which are expected to culminate into tangible and action-
oriented recommendations that have the potential to shape
the cultural sector and concerning policy frameworks globally.
The first two sessions of the CWG meeting witnessed the
delivery of statements by the delegates, followed by an open
discussion on the third and fourth priority areas. Minister of
State for Culture and External Affairs Smt Meenakashi Lekhi
concluded the second session of the day with a special address.
The concluding session outlined details and the timeline
concerning the working process of the Culture Working Group
going forward. In her interaction with the media, Echoing Prime
Minister's desire to take India to greater heights during the
Amrit Kaal i.e. 25 years from now, the Minister said, India has
to work really had to regain the position it once used to be in.
Underlining the cohesive nature of culture, the Minister said,
"Culture can be a way of engagement to bring everyone
together especially at a time when a lot of stress and strain
are showing up. Stating "Culture Connects", the Minister said
that for the first time in G-20 Culture working group has been
created as a separate group. She said when G-20 talks about
harmony and peace, culture is something one needs to look
at. She expressed happiness that the second culture working
group meeting was held in the state of Odisha or Utkal, which
transliterates into ‘Utkarsh Kala ki Bhumi’, which means the
land of glorious art and culture. On 16th May, 2023, the
delegates were taken for a specially curated visit to the Konark
Sun Temple, a UNESCO World Heritage site which is located
in the Puri district of Odisha. The Temple, dedicated to the
Hindu sun god, Surya, was built in the 13th century and is
considered a masterpiece of Kalinga architecture. Later, in the
evening the G-20 delegates were feted with the Gotipua dance
performance by local artists, which is one of the ancient dance
forms associated with the temple tradition of Shree Jagannath
temple, Puri. Union Minister Smt. Lekhi felicitated the artists
who gave their best in creating a fine piece of Odisha's cultural
treasure to the immense pleasure of the visiting dignitaries
and delegates. With this the four days long activities and
brainstorming sessions under the G-20 second culture group
meeting came to a close. The 2nd Culture Working Group
Meeting attended by delegates from G20 members, guest
nations, and several international organizations, provided a
platform to discuss pressing issues faced by the culture sector
to further deliberation towards tangible, action-oriented
recommendations. The meetings of the Culture Working Group
that spread over six sessions and two days, focused on 4 key
priority areas articulated under Culture Track of India’s G20
Presidency. The 4 priority areas are: Protection and Restitution
of Cultural Property; Harnessing Living Heritage for a
Sustainable Future; Promotion of Cultural and Creative
Industries and Creative Economy; and Leveraging Digital
Technologies for the Protection and Promotion of Culture. On
concluding day, the Minister along with the delegates visited
famous caves at Udaygiri, which dates back to more than 2000
years. They also visited the museum at the Gandhi peace centre
at Bhubaneswar which is dedicated to the life and vision of
Mahatma Gandhi. On being asked about the opinion of the
delegates who were taken on a visit to the ancient rock-cut
caves of Udaygiri at the outskirt of capital Bhubaneswar, the
Minister said that it was a knowledge sharing experience for
the delegates. She said they were very amazed at the super
craftsmanship and the culture of Odisha.

The CWG meetings aim to promote an inclusive and
collaborative forum to deliberate on key issues concerning the
cultural sector and its pivotal role in sustainable development.
The meeting seeks to promote a global dialogue on cultural
diversity and its role in fostering inclusivity and sustainability.
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(Rs. in Lakh except EPS)

Statement of Standalone Audited Financial Results for the Quarter & Year Ended 31st March 2023

31/03/2023

(Audited)

31/12/2022

(Unaudited)

31/03/2022

(Audited)

  31/03/2023                       

( Audited)

  31/03/2022                  

(Audited)

1. Total Income from Operations 7.831 1.344 27.015 120.434 27.131

2.
 Net Profit / (Loss) for the period (before Tax, Exceptional and/or Extraordinary 

items# )
3.517 (47.477) (15.026) (76.056) (74.643)

3.
 Net Profit / (Loss) for the period before tax (after Exceptional and/or 

Extraordinary items# )
3.517 (47.477) (15.026) (76.056) (74.643)

4.
Net Profit / (Loss) for the period after tax (after Exceptional and/or Extraordinary 

items# )
4.567 (47.746) (15.145) (75.770) (75.125)

5.
Total Comprehensive Income for the period [Comprising Profit / (Loss) for the 

period (after tax) and Other Comprehensive Income (after tax)]
4.567 (47.746) (15.145) (75.770) (75.125)

6. Equity Share Capital (Equity Shares of  Rs.10/-Each) 440.560 440.560 440.560 440.560 440.560

7.
Reserves (excluding Revaluation Reserve) as shown in the Audited Balance 

Sheet of the previous year
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

8
Earnings Per Share (Face Value of Rs. 10/- each ) (for continuing and discontinued 

operations) -

0.104 (1.084) (0.344) (1.720) (1.705)

0.104 (1.084) (0.344) (1.720) (1.705)

 Sl. No. Particulars 

1. Basic:

2. Diluted: 

Year EndedThree Months ended

Notes:
1 The Above Financial Results have been reviewed by the Audit committee and approved by the Board of Directors of the Company at their

respective meetings held on 17.05.2023
2 The Above Financial Results have been reviewed by the Audit committee and approved by the Board of Directors of the Company at their

respective meetings held on 17.05.2023
3 The Limited Review of Audited Financial Results for the Quarter and Year ended March 31, 2023 as required in terms of Clause 33 of SEBI (LODR)

Regulations, 2015 has been carried out by Statutory Auditors.
4 The financial results for the quarter and year ended 31st March, 2023 have been audited by the statutory auditors of the Company. The Statutory

Auditor expressed an unmodified opinion.
5 The Figures pertaining to previous periods have been regrouped,reclassified and restated wherever necessary.
6 The above financial results are available on the Company's website www.purohitconstruction.com and also on the website of BSE (www.bseindia.com)

Infinium Pharmachem Reports
Net Profit of Rs. 9.49 crore

Ahmedabad, Infinium
Pharmachem Ltd, engaged in
the manufacturing of Pharma
Intermediates and APIs, Iodine
derivatives has reported net
profit of Rs. 9.49 crore for FY23,
with Y-o-Y growth of 55.4% as
compared to the net profit of
Rs. 6.10 crore in FY22.
Revenue from Operations
grew 15.24% to Rs. 114.22
crore in FY23 as against
revenue of Rs. 99.12 crore
reported in FY22. Profit Before
Tax during FY23 grew 50% to
Rs. 12.95 crore as against Profit
before Tax of Rs. 8.63 crore in
FY22. EPS for FY23 is Rs. 18.67
per share. Established in the

year 2003, Infinium
Pharmachem Ltd
manufactures &
supply wide range of
superior quality Iodine
derivatives & APIs. In
2015, Infinium
obtained FDA
approval for APIs
manufacturing. The
company works as
CRAMS for
Pharmaceut i ca l ,
A g r o c h e m i c a l ,

Nutraceutical, Specialty
Chemical etc. from R&D to
commercial sale. Infinium is in
top 5 companies in India
providing the widest range of
Iodine derivatives in the
market, with more than 200+
intermediates and 7+ APIs. All
its products are developed to
meet challenging demands,
superior quality, performance
and various other commercial
requirements across
industries. Mr. Sanjaykumar
Patel, Managing Director,
Infinium Pharmachem Ltd said,
“Company has reported
excellent numbers for FY
2023.

Roastea opens its 6th outlet
in Ahmedabad

Ahmedabad: Roastea
opens 6th outlet at the most
prestigious Palladium mall of
Ahmedabad. This is roastea
f i rs t  Franchise out let .
Roastea is introducing new
curated beverages and food
items at this outlet to attract
the family crowd. Roastea
plans to open 20-25 outlets
in the current year. Roastea
has been complimenting its
vending machines vertical
with every opening of a new
out let  as out lets  g ive
visibility and allows the
employees who have
Roastea beverages in office

to also experience its wide
choices at outlets. Roastea
is Co –Founded by Anurag
Bhamidi and Chaitanya
Bhamidipaty Roastea a
One-Stop-Solution for Both
Tea and Coffee Lovers.
Roastea story goes back to
2019 when twin brothers
Anurag and Chaitanya who
were practicing law always
had a constant conflict in
finding one go-to beverage
brand as one loved coffee
and the other loved tea.
Roastea is born through a
passion to serve a fulfilling
cup to people from all
walks of life. We are here
for  people who are
searching for a sip of
satisfaction in a cup of chai
or a f i l ter coffee with
uncompromising quality of
taste, a familiar and cosy
v ibe,  and thoughtfu l
technology. (19-10)

RANGE ROVER OFFERS NEW
SV BESPOKE SERVICE

Ahmedabad, Range Rover
is setting a new modern luxury
benchmark with the
introduction of an SV Bespoke
commissioning service,
offering clients enhanced
levels of personalisation and
refinement.  The service is
available on Autobiography
and SV models, while a suite
of enhancements across the
line-up maintains Range
Rover's status as the world's
most desirable luxury SUV.
Range Rover is the original
luxury SUV and has led by
example for more than 50
years, combining serene

comfort and composure with
all-conquering capability.

Further updates to Range
Rover include the latest
generation Pivi Pro1
infotainment, while the new
plug-in electric hybrids are
more powerful than before.
Range Rover SV is also
available with electric hybrid
power on the long wheelbase
model for the first time, while
the flagship V8 features
efficiency-boosting mild hybrid
technology. A new 452 kW
variant is introduced on the
exclusive Range Rover SV for
ultimate power. (20-4)

Cabinet approves Production Linked
Incentive Scheme – 2.0 for IT Hardware

Ahmedabad, The Union Cabinet, chaired
by the Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi, today approved the Production Linked
Incentive Scheme 2.0 for IT Hardware with a
budgetary outlay Rs. 17,000 crore.

Context: Electronics manufacturing in India
has witnessed consistent growth with 17%
CAGR in last 8 years. This year it crossed a
major benchmark in production – 105 billion
USD (about Rs 9 lakh crore)

India has become the world’s second
largest manufacturer of mobile phones.
Exports of mobile phones crossed a major
milestone of 11 billion USD this year (about
Rs 90 thousand crore)

The global electronics manufacturing
ecosystem is coming to India, and India is
emerging as a major electronics manufacturing
country

Building on the success of Production Linked
Incentive scheme (PLI) for mobile phones, the

Union Cabinet today approved PLI Scheme 2.0
for IT hardware

Salient features: PLI Scheme 2.0 for IT
hardware covers laptops, tablets, all-in-one PCs,
servers and ultra small form factor devices.,
The budgetary outlay of the scheme is Rs.
17,000 crore., The tenure of this scheme is 6
years., Expected incremental production is Rs.
3.35 Lakh crore., Expected incremental
investment is Rs. 2,430 crore., Expected
incremental direct employment is 75,000.

Significance: India is emerging as a trusted
supply chain partner for all global majors. Large
IT hardware  companies   have  shown keen
interest in establishing manufacturing facilities
in India. This is further supported by strong IT
services industry having good demand within
the country. Most majors would like to supply
domestic markets within India from a facility
situated in India as well as make India an export
hub.

Applications invited for sale of products at stalls under 'One Station
One Product' (OSOP) on Ahmedabad Division of Western Railway

Ahmedabad, Senior
Divisional Commercial
Manager, Ahmedabad Division,
Western Railway Invites
application for “One Station
One Product” at Railway
stations over Ahmedabad
division under OSOP scheme.
The stations for “one station
one product” are
Ahmedabad, Mahesana,
Palanpur, Gandhidham, Bhuj,
Gandhinagar, Viramgam,
Sabarmati, Maninagar.

Eligibil ity criteria for
Applicant shall be as follows:-
A. Holder of Artisan/Weaver
ID Card issued by

Development Commissioner
Handloom or by the requisite
state /central Government
authority. B. Individual
artisans/weavers/craftsmen
enrolled/registered with
TRIFED, NHDC and KVIC etc.
C. Self Help Groups
Registered with PMEGP. D.
Marginalized and Weaker
sections of Society.

The Category of Product
allowed for sell ing as
follows:- A. Local/ Indigenous
products famous at particular
station. B. Handicrafts/
Arti facts. C. Textiles &
Handlooms. D.  Traditional

Garments. E. Local Agri
Produce/ Processed/Semi-
Processed Food.

Railways will provide
opportunity to exhibit and sell
local products through OSOP
stalls at the token registration
fees of Rs.1000/- for period
of 15 Days. Interested
applicants should contact
Station Manager/ Commercial
Inspector and Commercial
Department, DRM office, Opp
GCS Hospital, Naroda Road,
Ahmedabad-382345. For
more details, one can also
contact on Mobile No.
9724093967

Marico's Hair & Care Triple Blend Hair Oil

Ahmedabad, The
summers are here, and the
combination of scorching sun
and pollution can cause hair
damage, resulting in
hair dullness, dryness,
and stubborn frizz. Dr.
Shilpa Vora, Chief R&D
Officer, Marico Ltd.
explains to us the
impact of heat and
humidity on hair and
how hair damage can
be tackled. Talking
about the cause of hair
damage, Dr. Vora
says, "The
combination of heat,
humidity and pollution
can take a toll on our hair
health. The hard water
damages the hair, making it
dull and prone to breakage."

She further explains, "The
summer heat causes your scalp
to sweat and that combined
with the oil on your scalp makes

your scalp greasy, sticky
and itchy. Due to this,
oiling is usually the last
thing on your mind, but
we need to change the
way we oil our hair,
especially in the
summers. The trick is in
applying oil after a hair
wash and on a dried and
clean scalp. A light, non-
sticky hair oil like Hair &
Care Triple Blend
enriched with Aloe Vera,
Olive Oil & Green Tea is

not only easy to apply but is also
easily absorbed in the scalp. It's
refreshing fragrance also keeps
your hair smelling fresh."(1-7)

AWS to invest INR
1,05,600 crores

Ahmedabad, Today,
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
announced it plans to invest
INR 1,05,600 crores (US $12.7
billion) into cloud infrastructure
in India by 2030 to meet
growing customer demand for
cloud services in India. This
investment is estimated to
contribute INR 1,94,700 crores
(US $23.3 billion) to India's
total gross domestic product
(GDP) by 2030. This planned
investment in data center
infrastructure in India will
support an estimated average
of 1,31,700 full-time
equivalent (FTE) jobs in Indian
businesses each year. These
positions, including
construction, facil ity
maintenance, engineering,
telecommunications, and
other jobs, are part of the data
center supply chain in India.
This follows AWS's investment
of INR 30,900 crores (US $3.7
billion) between 2016-2022,

which will bring AWS's total
investment in India to INR
1,36,500 crores (US $16.4
billion) by 2030. AWS's
investment in India has a
ripple effect in the local
economy in areas, such as
workforce development,
training and skil l ing
opportunities, community
engagement, and
sustainability initiatives. See
more details here. AWS has
two data center
infrastructure regions in
India - the AWS Asia Pacific
(Mumbai) Region, launched in
2016, and the AWS Asia
Pacific (Hyderabad) Region,
launched in November 2022 .
The two AWS Regions are
designed to provide Indian
customers with multiple
options to run workloads with
even greater resilience and
availability, securely store data
in India, and serve end users
with low latency. (1-7)

Godrej Agrovet launches Maxxcott under
PYNA brand to boost cotton productivity

Ahmedabad, Godrej
Agrovet Limited’s (GAVL) Crop
Protection Business recently
announced the launch of PYNA,
an umbrella brand for
sustainable cotton production.
A pioneer in establishing the
concept of selective cotton
herbicides in different markets,
GAVL will be selling Maxxcott
under the PYNA brand in
addition to Hitweed and Hitweed

Maxx. PYNA
brands minimize
the crop–weed
competition and
help to establish
the cotton crop in
the early stages,
which directly
has a positive
impact on the
yield. With
weeds impacting

cotton yield up to 45-50%,
Maxxcott is completely safe on
cotton crops. It checks weed
competition during the critical
period of crop growth &
effectively controls both broad-
leaved and narrow-leaved
weeds from the day of
spraying, which results in
healthier crops & higher
productivity. (13-9)

MX Player powers up its audience
stack with Vserv AudiencePro

Ahmedabad, Marketers
have to keep up with new
ways of winning the
consumer with the rapid
adoption of digital
commerce, the ever-
changing media consumption
habits and the rise of D2C
brands putting pressure on
legacy FMCG brands. In
today's competitive market,
every aspect of digital
marketing is improving and

brands are looking for deeper
deterministic audience
segmentation to boost in-target
audience reach. The pace of
innovation is fast and everyone
in the ecosystem is looking for
smarter collaboration and
solutions. India's No 1 OTT
platform, MX Player has
partnered with Vserv
AudiencePro to enhance its
audience stack and provide
advertisers with richer audience
segments and an evolved
marketing solution. This
partnership is a game-changer
for brands and brings cutting-
edge solutions with simplicity at
its core - Be it unlocking new
audiences or finding innovative
ways to retain existing
customers, it addresses both
sides of the coin.  This
partnership presents two new
avenues for advertisers to unlock
the potential of MX Player:
Brands can now choose from
700+ deeper deterministic
segments from AudiencePro like
grocery shoppers, credit score,
modern trade offline shoppers,
travel transactors & many more
for sharper reach to unlock new
audiences with frequency
campaigns on MX Player. (19-8)

“TOYAM SPORTS LIMITED” SIGNS “SUNIEL
SHETTY” AS BRAND AMBASSADOR

Ahmedabad, After the
massive success of the first
season of the Mixed Martial Arts
(MMA) based India’s first sports
reality web series, “Kumite 1
Warrior Hunt” with Suniel Shetty
as its host, Toyam Sports Limited

(TSL) has announced that the
charismatic actor and sports
enthusiast will also be their brand
ambassador. The collaboration
with Suniel Shetty is for three years
and is a significant move for the
brand. Building a synergy between
sports and entertainment, this
association aims to leverage
Shetty’s popularity and his love for
sports to connect with audiences
in India and abroad.
Headquartered in Mumbai, TSL is
a public listed company engaged in
various sports production, promotion,
and management. (19-8)

The star-studded '8 A.M. Metro' - An extraordinary album featuring Jubin
Nautiyal, Nooran Sisters, Vishar Mishra, Javed Ali, Jonita Gandhi and more

Ahmedabad, Get ready to embark on a soul-
stirring musical expedition as the album of "8
A.M. Metro" makes its grand debut. This
power-packed album composed by the
incredibly talented Mark K Robin features an
extraordinary ensemble of voices, including
Nooran Sisters, Jubin Nautiyal, Vishal Mishra,
Jonita Gandhi, Javed Ali, and more. Visualized
with the dynamic duo Gulshan Devaiah and
Saiyami Kher from the movie '8 A.M. Metro,'

this album promises to captivate hearts and leave
a lasting impression.

'8 A.M. Metro' stands out for its diverse
genres, with each song evoking different
emotions. The album comprises 7 tracks carefully
crafted to resonate with various moods and
emotions. receiving overwhelming response.
Woh Khuda (the album has two versions, one
by the Nooran sisters and the other by Javed
Ali) is a devotional and Sufi masterpiece that
will transport listeners into a world of spiritual
ecstasy. Ghoomey by Jubin Nautiyal is a vibrant
and romantic dance number that will make your
heart skip a beat. Phir Se Dil Toota by Vishal
Mishra is a heartbreakingly beautiful romantic
ballad that showcases the emotional depth of
the characters. Immerse yourself in Hey Fikar
by Jonita Gandhi, which has soothing melodies
in a jazz-infused easy listening offering.
Highlighting Mark K Robin's brilliant composition,
the tracks create a harmonious blend that is sure
to captivate all music enthusiasts. Alongside
these mesmerizing tracks, the album also
features six poems written by the legendary
Gulzar, which are eloquently narrated by the
talented Saiyami Kher. This collaboration adds
an extra layer of depth and artistic excellence to
the overall experience of '8 A.M. Metro'. (1-7)
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Sterilized dogs infected
with deadly canine disease

SURAT: After four
children died of dog bites
between February and March,
the Surat Municipal
Corporation (SMC) has
speeded up the animal birth
control programme to control
stray canine population in the
city.

However, the neutered
dogs are now having to battle
with the deadly canine
distemper disease.

Not all sterilised dogs are
getting infected, a majority of
them are surviving too. But
experts claim that the disease
is highly infectious and can
claim lives of many dogs if the
highest standards of
sanitation are not maintained.
Due to the infection, the dogs
die a painful death.

SMC officials claim that
all the required standards for
sanitation are being followed
at the sterilization facility
managed by the agency hired
for the work.

"It is possible that the
dogs might have got infected
from some other place as
well. There are no established
facts that can prove that the
dogs are getting infected
during sterilization," said an
SMC official.

Following multiple
violent attacks on citizens of
all ages, and particularly the
death of the children, SMC
health officials have increased
the sterilization capacity. Now,
70 sterilisations are being

done daily and five veterinary
doctors are on regular duty.
The number of cages have
been increased to 590 to keep
such dogs till they recover
after the surgery.

"A dog in pain died three
days ago after it was taken for
sterilization recently. It is good
that the civic authorities are
carrying out sterilization

process, but should ensure
that the animals do not get
infected with the deadly
disease," said Rajesh Rana, a
resident of Jahangirpura.

"Canine Distemper is a
grave disease for dogs and
can be prevented by timely
vaccination. Any dog having
CD symptoms needs to be
isolated as the disease is highly
contagious among canines,"
said Darshan Desai, volunteer
Prayas Team Environment.

SMC officials confirmed
that they received complaints
from citizens of dogs getting
infected with CD after a few
days of sterilisation.

"We are maintaining
high standards of sterilisation
at our facility. It is a viral
disease and can spread
among dogs commonly during
its wave," said a SMC official.

Two arrested for harassing
a lion with stones, pipes

RAJKOT: Two people
were arrested for allegedly
harassing lions in a village of
Gir-Gadhda taluka of Gir-
Somnath district after their
videos were widely circulated
on social media.

The accused were
identified as Haresh Bamba
and Madhu Jogadiya, both
residents of Nava Ugla village
of the taluka. In two videos
that went viral, duo are seen
flashing torch lights for proper

sighting and suddenly start
pelting stones and pipes to
shoo a lion away from the
spot.

The incident took place
on May 7 and they were
caught after a detailed
investigation by the forest
department.LB Bharwad,
range forest officer, Jasadhar,
said, "They accused had gone
for lion sighting in the dark.
They pelted stones and pipes
at the lion just for fun and to
show off their bravado while
encountering lions."

Though their faces were
not seen as the videos were
shot in pitch darkness, the
forest department activated
its informers and used
technical surveillance to
narrow down on the duo.

As lions have the highest
legal protection, their
harassment is considered as
serious as hunting.

Tech show to be new
feature at VGGS 2024

Gandhinagar: A tech
show is set to be a new
feature in the next edition of
the Vibrant Gujarat Global
Summit 2024, the
preparations of which are
underway.

Sources in the state
government said that apart
from showcasing the
initiatives of the Union
government under the Digital
India platform, the show will
feature emerging
technologies like Industry 4.0,
internet of things (IoT), smart
infrastructure, consumer
technologies, services
technologies in the fields of
finance, health, education and
agriculture, and new
technologies in the
environment and tourism
sectors among others.

To be called the Vibrant
Gujarat Global Tech Show, the
event will be inaugurated on
January 9, 2024.

According to officials
involved in the preparations of
the event, the business days
of the show will be January 10
and 11, while it will be open
to public on January 12 and
13.

“The event will feature
reverse buyer-seller
meetings, promotion of
startups in the field, and
signing of MoUs in various
segments related to the use
of technology in different
sectors,” said an official.

Sources in the
government said that the
event will be broadcast at the
domestic, national and
international levels with
participants joining virtually
from across the country and
overseas.

“About 250 talukas will
be connected on one platform
during the event. Special
arrangements will be made
across metro cities and state
capitals and the services of
Indian missions will be
leveraged to promote the
event worldwide, especially in

partner countries of Vibrant
Gujarat Global Summit 2024,”
an official said.

A hackathon will also be
organized as part of the
event, where students and
entrepreneurs will be provided
a platform to solve pressing
problems and connect with the
industry and the academia.

Sources in the
government said that in order
to connect the youth and the
universities with the event,
open house/brainstorming
sessions will be organized
across institutions of higher
education in the state to seek
inputs from students on topics
of climate changes and
emerging technologies.

The Gujarat
government’s flagship
investment summit is
expected to be organized from
January 11 to 13 after a gap
of five years. The last edition
of VGGS took place in 2019.

While mini summits will
be held in four different zones
of the state, the government
officials will also lead
delegations to various cities of
the country and abroad to
invite participants for the
business summit.

FASTag parking at
airport from next week

AHMEDABAD: Travelling
from the Sardar Vallabhbhai
International (SVPI) airport
in Ahmedabad? Well, if you
plan to drop off your loved
ones or just keep your
vehicle at the airport while
on a one-day trip, parking
is going to be less of a
bother.  I f  a l l  goes  as

planned, parking charges at
SVPI airport in Ahmedabad
will be levied using the
FASTag from next week.
This will reduce the waiting
t ime in  the queues a t
park ing entry and ex i t
points and make transit
hass le - f ree .A s imi la r
system was implemented at
Mumbai  a i rpor t  las t
December. In April, even
Manga lore  a i rpor t
operationalized FASTag-
based parking. The FASTag-
enabled system is part of
the parking automation
project of the SVPI airport.

“The system wi l l  be
s imi lar  to the FASTag-
enabled toll gates at the
state and national highways
across the country. Cars
entering the airport must
pass through an access-
lane where their FASTag
will be scanned. Later, when
passengers exit the airport,
the applicable fee, based on
the duration for which the
car  i s  parked,  w i l l  be
deducted from the car’s
FASTag,” said a top source
close to the development.

The system will in turn
reduce the turnaround time
significantly and ensure that
passengers’ transit through
the airport is hassle-free.
“Moreover, the FASTag-
enabled parking system will
a l so  enab le  cash less
t ransact ions ,  thereby
min imiz ing human

intervention. As a result,
traffic congestion at the
entry and exit points will be
less,” the source explained.
The city airport recently
imp lemented a  t i cket -
vending system to allow
veh ic les  access  to  i t s
premises. “The vehicles
enter ing or exit ing the
airport will need to pass
through an access lane;
drivers will have to press a
button at the booth and
collect the parking ticket,”
said an airport source.

On average, every day,
around 35,000 passengers
travel from the city airport
which registered a footfall
of 10 lakh in April alone.
“Rising passenger traffic
demands better and more
efficient infrastructure,” the
source added.

Sources said that the
airport operator also plans
to introduce a prepayment
option; however, this will be
done at  a later  stage.
“Passengers will only have
to scan a QR code and
make the payment,” a source
told . the FASTag from next
week. This will reduce the
waiting time in the queues
at parking entry and exit
points and make transit
hassle-free.A similar system
was implemented at Mumbai
airport last December. In
Apr i l ,  even Mangalore
a i rport  operat ional ized
FASTag-based parking.

Tech show to be new feature
at Vibrant Gujarat summit 2024

GANDHINAGAR: A tech
show is set to be a new
feature in the next edition
of  the V ibrant  Gujarat
Global Summit 2024, the
preparations of which are
underway.

Sources in the state
government said that apart
f rom showcas ing the
init iat ives of the Union
government  under  the
Digital India platform, the
show will feature emerging
technologies like industry
4.0, internet of things (IoT),
smart  in f ras t ruc ture ,
consumer technologies,
services technologies in the
fields of finance, health,
education and agriculture,
and new technologies in the
environment and tourism
sectors among others.

To be ca l led  the
Vibrant Gujarat Global Tech
Show, the event will be
inaugurated on January 9,

2024. According to officials
involved in the preparations
of the event, the business
days of the show will be
January 10 and 11, while it
will be open to public on
January 12 and 13.

"The event will feature
reverse  buyer-se l le r
meetings, promotion of
startups in the field, and
signing of MoUs in various
segments related to the use
of technology in different
sectors," said an official.

Sources  in  the
government said that the
event will be broadcast at
the domestic, national and
international levels with
participants joining virtually
from across the country and
overseas .  "About  250
talukas will be connected
on one platform during the
event .  Spec ia l
arrangements will be made
across metro cities and

state  cap i ta l s  and the
services of Indian missions
wi l l  be  leveraged to
promote the event
worldwide, especially in
partner countries of VGGS
2024," an official said.

A hackathon will also
be organized as part of the
event, where students and
ent repreneurs  w i l l  be
provided a platform to solve
press ing problems and
connect with the industry
and the academia.

Sources  in  the
government said that in
order to connect the youth
and the universities with the
event ,  open house/
brainstorming sessions will
be  organ ized across
ins t i tu t ions  o f  h igher
education in the state to
seek inputs from students
on top ics  o f  c l imate
changes and emerg ing
technologies.

Advocate molested in parking brawl outside
cafe in Ahmedabad's Shastrinagar

AHMEDABAD: A 25-
year-old woman from
Naranpura accused a 40-year-
old Chandlodia resident of
molesting and attacking her
following a dispute over
parking outside a cafe in
Shashtrinagar on Monday.

Based on the
motorcycle's registration
number, cops identified the
accused as Pushpak Suthar,
40, a resident of Taranga Hill
Society on Arjun Ashram Road

in Chandlodia. On April 16, a
49-year-old man from
Ghatlodia filed a complaint
against three of his
neighbours alleging that they
attacked him and abused his
wife in a fight over the parking
of a car. According to
Naranpura police, the
complainant, an advocate,
along with her mother, had
gone to the cafe at a
commercial complex in
Shastrinagar. While she was

trying to park her car outside
the building, a man parked his
motorcycle in the space.

Unable to park her
vehicle, the complainant asked
the man to move his vehicle.
"She alleged that he abused
her, dragged her out of the car
and hit her.

She also alleged that he
molested her," said an officer.
The woman called up the
police control room, after
which a team of Naranpura
went to the spot and
registered an FIR of causing
hurt, molestation and using
abusive words against the
accused. Naranpura police
arrested the accused and
began an investigation.

On April 16, a 49-year-
old man from Ghatlodia filed
a complaint against three of
his neighbours alleging that
they attacked him and abused
his wife in a fight over the
parking of a car.

Dummy racket
case: 2 more held

Rajkot: Bhavnagar
police arrested two more
persons in connection with the
dummy candidate racket on
Tuesday.

A total of six accused
were arrested in the last five
days. According to the police,
they arrested Sagar Pandya
(23) who was posted as Gram
Sevak in Talgajarda. He
appeared in the exam for
multi-purpose health worker
on behalf of Raju Pandya in
2022.

The police also arrested
Pankaj Dhoriya, for whom
Vijay Jambucha, who is
already in custody, appeared
as a dummy candidate for the
exam of Gram Sevak in 2022.

Navitas Solar eyes major expansion
by partnering with Redington Solar

Ahmedabad, Navitas Solar,
a leading module
manufacturing company with
a capacity of 500 MW p.a., has
partnered with Redington
Limited (NSE: REDINGTON), a
leading technology solutions
provider, for the seamless
distribution of solar products
across India. The partnership
between the two companies
will help accelerate the
adoption of solar power by
businesses and retail
segments across the country.
Navitas Solar is expanding into

the Indian and US markets and
has developed a focused
approach on sales, service,
and innovation for domestic
consumers. The company not
only believes in serving its
institutional clients but with
this partnership aims to
expand its retail base across
the country. Navitas
successfully raised funds
recently for the expansion of
its plant operations which will
help the company to cater to
a large segment of clients and
retail consumers who are
looking for simple, eco-
friendly and trusted solutions
for renewable power
consumption.  The company
plans to expand the capacity
to 1.2 GW p.a. Mr. Ankit
Singhania, Director & Co-
Founder of Navitas Solar, said,
"At Navitas Solar, we believe
that the growing need of a
large number of consumers
will be renewable energy.  For
this, it becomes more
important for us to be available
at the right place and backed
by quality services. Our
partnership with Redington will
help us establish a pan-India
presence through retail
network. We are sure that this
move will help the country to
meet the future energy
demand by Sustainable
products fulfilling the motive of
"Aatmanirbhar Bharat". (19-1)

SMC signs MoU for e-mobility
Surat: A memorandum of understanding was signed

on Wednesday between Surat Municipal Corporation , Union
heavy industries ministry and Deutsche Gesellschaft Für
Internationale zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH to promote
sustainable e-mobility under Indo-German tech cooperation.

Surat has been selected as a partner city under the
Indo-German Technical Cooperation Project on scaling up a
robust and eco-friendly e-transportation transformation in
India, funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development and the project is to be
implemented with the support of Union MHI and GIZ.

Ernst Doering, cluster head and project director (Urban)
of GIZ and Shalini Agarwal, SMC municipal commissioner
signed the MOU. “Broad objectives are adoption of electric
mobility through capacity building and training, plan
transformation for electrification, creation of business models
in electric mobility, knowledge sharing, benefits in the field
of solar power,” SMC said in a statement.

“Diamond City is among the three cities selected by
MHI for the project of which we are the first to sign the MOU.
Lucknow and Chandigarh are the other two cities,” an SMC
officer said.


